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OUR MISSION

Th e mission of Embracing Our 
Diff erences is to use the arts as a catalyst 
for creating awareness and promoting, 
throughout our community, the value of 
diversity, the benefi ts of inclusion and 

the signifi cance of the active rejection of 
hatred and prejudice.

COMMUNITY PARTNERS

We are very proud of the relationships developed with our Community Partners – each of which plays 
an integral role in the success of our programs. Without their support, our work would be impossible. 
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A MESSAGE FROM OUR EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

As I refl ect back upon our 10th anniversary this year, I am reminded of the 
words of a young third grade student who, aft er viewing the Sarasota exhibit, 
was heard to say “I learned that everyone is going to be someone.” For me, this 
simple observation summarizes the eff orts of Embracing Our Diff erences.

Our mission is to promote diversity and inclusion throughout our community 
and to teach everyone the importance of being an “up-stander,” not a “by-
stander.” Embracing Our Diff erences believes that everyone has the right to feel 
safe, be empowered and make a diff erence in our world. 

History has repeatedly shown the threat diversity can pose to societies if 
not accompanied by community commitments to bridging diff erences and 
building social solidarity. If humanity is to survive, it is essential for each of 
us to recognize our diff erences as valuable tools to create a world built upon 
common beliefs in fundamental principles and inalienable rights. Together, we 
can create a vibrant community that is inclusive for all, where diff erences are 
embraced and individuality is celebrated.

Of great importance to furthering the mission of Embracing Our Diff erences 
are our education initiatives which, we believe, represent the most important 
aspect of our eff orts — reaching and impacting the lives of children. With 
more than 25,000 students participating during the 2012-2013 school year, 
continuing to enhance the resources provided teachers is our top priority. 

A project as large as Embracing Our Diff erences requires the support of many 
people and organizations and we wish to acknowledge all of those who have 
played a role in supporting our eff orts during the past decade. Th ese include 
our very generous donors, sponsors, volunteers, docents, participating artists, 
and everyone who promotes our mission. It also includes our Community 
Partners — Gulf Coast Community Foundation, Th e Jewish Fedeŗation 
of Saŗasota-Manatee, Ringling College of Aŗt and Design and Saŗasota 
Sister Cities — each of which plays an essential role in the success of our 
eff orts.

We look forward to 2014 and continuing to provide an opportunity for our 
community to refl ect upon and deepen its awareness that embracing our 
diff erences, respecting the views of others and standing up against hatred and 
prejudice will lead to a better world for everyone. Respecting the beliefs of 
others is not only a way of thinking and feeling — but most importantly, a way 
of acting.

Michael J. Shelton
Executive Director
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You by Susanne Kasielke, Washington, DC
You, Me, Them, Everybody… Everybody

by Olivia Junghans, 12th Grade, Bradenton, FL
Differences Don’t Hold Me Back

by Bianca Carey, 5th Grade, Venice, FL
The Mixed Equation by Josephine Foong Hui Wen

11th Grade, Putrajaya, Malaysia

A MESSAGE FROM OUR EXECUTIVE DIRECTORA MESSAGE FROM OUR EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

Imagine Peace by Lori Brody, 
Sarasota, FL

Reality Check by Debbie Kampel, 
Ramat Gan, Israel



2013 EXHIBITS
BRADENTON, NORTH PORT & SARASOTA

Th e centerpiece of the Embracing Our Diff erences project is our outdoor 
international art exhibit featuring billboard size images refl ecting the theme 
“enriching lives through diversity.” We enjoyed another successful year 
with our exhibits hosting a total of 273,000 visitors, ninety percent of whom 
indicated the art favorably infl uenced their opinion on the importance of 
diversity. Submissions to the 10th Anniversary exhibit continue to prove that 
the project is truly international with 4,419 entries representing 52 countries 
and 41 states including such distant lands as India, Israel and the Ukraine. 
More than 60% of the submissions were made by students representing 128 
schools in 13 countries.

Embracing Our Diff erences had much to celebrate during its landmark 10th 
Anniversary season. Most importantly, we are very proud of the creation of 
a second venue in Bradenton during 2013 as well as returning to North Port 
for the fi rst time in three years. From our beginning, the City of Bradenton 
has played an important role in the Embracing Our Diff erences story and we 
are thrilled to fulfi ll a longtime goal of sharing the exhibit with our neighbors 
to the north along its beautiful Riverwalk. Mayor Wayne Poston and the 
entire city could not have been more welcoming. We are very grateful to the 
William G. and Marie Selby Foundation for a generous grant which made this 
expansion possible.
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2013 Best In Show Adult
Differences Work, Just Ask a Fork
by Liat Waks, Petah Tiqwa, Israel

2013 Best In Show Student
Cyber Bullying: Beware of the Big Bad Predator
by Steven Staub, Bobby Alvarez & 
Gennadity Kazimirov, 7th Grade, North Port, FL

2013 Best In Show People’s Choice
It’s All Up to You Now
by Wade Turner, 10th Grade, Sarasota, FL

rRSPECTIVE.

No one deseŗves
to be limited
by another’s

2013 Best In Show Quotation

– Grace Castilow
7th Grade, Sarasota, FL

– Madison Taylor Miller
8th Grade, Osprey, FL

SfY

People tell me
I’m diff erent, 

but I just

because I’m glad
I’m not the same.

OPPoTUjTY.

When you exclude
someone,

you exclude an

– Noah Font
5th Grade, Bradenton, FL

41
STFP

2013 SUBMISSIONS

52
JUlvP

128
SIOOLS
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ART & QUOTATION
SUBMISSIONS

STUDENT
PARTICIPATION

GENERAL
ATTENDANCE

22,017
from 64 Countries & 50 States

TOTAL:

140,000
TOTAL:

1,600,000
TOTAL:

124

2005

4,419

2013

1,200

2004

25,464

2013

95,000

2004

273,000

2013

Walk a Mile in My Shoes
by Cheryll Huck

British Columbia,
Canada

Above: Installation begins for 2013’s premiere of Embracing Our Differences at Bradenton Riverwalk.



As a result of these initiatives, students participate year round in a variety of 
activities based upon a well-planned curriculum of art appreciation, character 
building and diversity education.

Independent evaluations have consistently shown the Embracing Our Differences 
Education Initiatives help students: (1) learn to make sense of their world; 
(2) make healthy life choices while recognizing the value of diversity; 
(3) improve self-esteem; and (4) experience new ways to learn and succeed.

FREE FIELD TRIPS

Compliments of our generous supporters, providing free field trips to our 
exhibits has become a signature of our education efforts with almost 23,000 
students benefiting during the 2012-2013 school year.

Utilizing our innovative online registration system, with one click and a few 
short questions, teachers and their students are on their way to a totally free 
educational experience focusing on art appreciation, character building and 
diversity education. 
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 ● Free Field Trips 
 ● Curriculum Aligned Lesson Plans
 ● Teacher Workshops
 ● Art & Creative Writing in the Classroom 

 ● Student Docents
 ● Make-A-Day Of It!
 ● Community Collaborations

      Our education initiatives represent the
    most important aspect of our efforts — reaching and
   impacting the lives of children. During this past school year,
  25,464 students, representing 180 schools locally and around the
world, participated in our various initiatives making Embracing Our Differences 
one of the largest in Southwest Florida. Our education initiatives include:

“Our favorite field trip each year
 which would normally 

not be available due to cost.”

“It was so easy to register
I thought I must be

missing something!”

TEACHER COMMENTS

EDUCATION INITIATIVES



CURRICULUM ALIGNED LESSON PLANS

Among the many resources Embracing Our Diff erences provides teachers are 
age appropriate lesson plans prepared under the supervision of Sarasota 
County School District curriculum development specialists. Th rough the use 
of a variety of resources tailored to the current year’s exhibit, teachers are 
provided innovative ways to engage their students in critical thinking, language 
arts, science and social studies as they relate to art appreciation, character 
development and diversity education. Participating teachers are unanimous in 
rating our many teacher resources as meaningful and benefi cial tools. 

TEACHER WORKHOPS

Of growing importance to our education eff orts are an array of teacher 
workshops off ered throughout the school year which participating teachers 
overwhelmingly rate as both “meaningful” and “relevant.” Th ese workshops 
include: 

● CREATIVE WRITING WORKSHOPS: Presented in partnership with the 
 John F. Kennedy Center for the Performing Arts and Florida Studio Th eatre, 
 these workshops are designed to take the diffi  cult and abstract topic of 
 diversity and teach students to express themselves through critical thinking
  and creative writing. Collectively, the 105 teachers participating in 2013
 were responsible for more than 15,000 Sarasota and Manatee county 
 students.

● ART TEACHER RETREATS: Presented in partnership with Ringling
  College of Art and Design, this two-day retreat is focused on reinvigorating
  art educators’ creativity while teaching new skills and strategies for inspiring
  students to explore the concepts of prejudice and diversity. Participating 
 art teachers were collectively responsible for more than 12,000 Sarasota
 and Manatee county students.

● LESSON PLANS WORKSHOPS: Designed to provide curriculum aligned
 lesson plans and other resource materials, participating teachers are
  introduced to new and innovative methods of engaging students in critical 
 thinking while creating the perfect environment for a rich discussion of the
  value of diversity.
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EDUCATION INITIATIVES

EDUCATION INITIATIVES

TEACHER COMMENTS

“Th e teaching materials were very benefi cial. I would not have known 
how to motivate my students on such a diffi  cult subject as diversity 

without your lesson plans.”

“Th ank you so much
for such strong

 classroom support!”

“Th e website is terrifi c
and is a great aide in 

preparing my students
for the fi eld trip.”

“I trained my 5th graders 
to be docents for our 

younger students. Th ey 
were highly engaged!”

Amy MacDonald,
John F. Kennedy Center for 

the Performing
Arts

2013 Art Teacher Retreat
at Ringling College of Art and Design



ART & CREATIVE WRITING IN THE CLASSROOM

One of the most effective ways to teach the often difficult and abstract 
concept of diversity is by active student participation in the classroom. Each 
fall, thousands of Sarasota and Manatee county students spend significant 
classroom time creating art and quotations for submission to our annual 
competition. Although only a small percentage of these students will have their 
submission selected for display, each one will benefit from engaging in this 
creative process which provides a safe and encouraging environment for a rich 
discussion about this important subject matter. Through their visual art and 
creative writing, students are afforded unlimited ways to express their own 
individual interpretation of diversity while learning, from their peers, new 
and different perspectives. Our teachers consistently report this is a powerful 
learning experience that will last a lifetime.

STUDENT DOCENTS

Partnerships with Riverview High School’s International Baccalaureate (IB) 
Program and North Port High School continue to be the jewel in our crown with 
more than 200 students participating during the past school year.

Our student docents work in the parks daily leading groups of inquisitive 
youngsters to recognize the messages delivered through the art. With their 
guided questions and planted seeds of inquiry, our young visitors are led to 
make realizations of their own about diversity and acceptance of others, 
including those different from themselves.  Student docent tours were provided 
to 10,453 K-8 children visiting the 2013 exhibits.
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EDUCATION INITIATIVES

“Through the Embracing Our Differences experience, all of us — students
 and teachers alike — are learning to open our eyes and dare to image

a world of possibilities.”

“It has always been important for me as an art teacher that my students create
art which is not only personally meaningful, but meaningful within the context

of society as a whole. The Embracing Our Differences project not only bring 
diversity into my classroom, but it also teaches the important role art plays

as a catalyst for social change.”

TEACHER COMMENTS

Laundry by Mariah Robertson
12th Grade, Bradenton, FL

Disorderly by Shelbylyn Freeman
10th Grade, Sarasota, FL

LEADU.

Just because
nobody is

following you,
doesn’t mean

you aren’t

– Nicky Roblero
7th Grade, Bradenton, FL

– Kayla Carmona
10th Grade, North Port, FL

– Kailey Georgie
4th Grade, Sarasota, FL

GIFT,

Differences
are a

not a mistake.
dKE A

Don’t measure
life on how

long you live,
but on how

much you did to

DIFFONCE.

“In the five years I’ve been
bringing students to the exhibit, 
the student docents were the best 
I’ve experienced — engaging and 

informative.” 

 “What a fabulous
job your docents did!

I can’t say enough
about how impressed we were

with their talents!”

TEACHER COMMENTS
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EDUCATION INITIATIVES

MAKE-A-DAY OF IT!

Our Make-A-Day Of It! program is a model for collaboration and maximizing 
community resources. Th rough this program, teachers and their students 
visiting one of our exhibits are provided the opportunity, using our free school 
buses, to participate in complimenting education programs with:

With 13,877 students benefi ting in 2013, this asset sharing is unique in South-
west Florida and led to Th e Patterson Foundation presenting the program with 
its 2013 “Collaborative Innovator” Award.

“For most of my students, this was a trip of  ‘fi rsts.’ Many had never been on a 
school bus, visited a park or experienced a botanical garden.”

“Best fi eld trip ever!”

TEACHER COMMENTS

Three Faces, One People by Elaine Gale
Sarasota, FL

We All Have a Hand in It
by Ms. Perrotta’s Kindergarten Class, Sarasota, FL

● Florida Studio Th eatre 
● Mote Marine Labratory
● North Port City Hall
● Ringling Museum of Art

● Sarasota City Hall Tour
● Sarasota Supervisor of Elections Tour
● Selby Gardens
● South Florida Museum

● Van Wezel Performing Arts Hall

COMMUNITY 
COLLABORATIONS

Embracing Our Diff erences is very 
proud of its many collaborations 
with partnering education programs 
throughout the past year.  Th e recipi-
ent of Th e Patterson Foundation’s 2013 
“Collaborative Innovator” Award 
for its Make-A-Day Of It! Initiative, 
Embracing Our Diff erences has worked 
with organizations such as Florida 
Studio Th eatre, Key Chorale, Jewish 
Federation of Sarasota-Manatee, the 
Sarasota County Bar Association, 
YEA Arts, Th e Herman & Sally Boxser 
Diversity Initiative and the Booker 
High School Law Academy to bring 
innovative diversity education 
programming to more than 3,000 
Sarasota and Manatee students 
during the 2012-2013 school year.
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Take a Chance by Faith Marie Sullivan
5th Grade, Sarasota, FL

Students attend a special performance
of “Annelies” prior to visiting the 2013

 exhibit. The performance at 
The Players Theatre

was a collaboration between 
Embracing Our Differences, 

Key Chorale and the
 Jewish Federation 

of Sarasota-Manatee.



IN THEIR OWN WORDS: STUDENT DOCENTS

Our dynamic and insightful student docents continue to make us proud with 
their community achievements. It is through the work of these committed 
young people that we will create a community where differences are embraced 
and individuality is celebrated.

“Embracing Our Differences has taught me to see the world through the eyes of a 
child; to constantly question, investigate and wonder. The experience is priceless.”

“I never expected the exhibit to affect me as much as it has.”

“I had never worked with special needs students before and I was truly
touched by how thoughtful and considerate they were of each other. I could not 

imagine having to deal with their struggles in society, but I quickly began to 
understand that the differences between us did not change the fact that

we are all human beings.”

“Feeding the curiosity of young students is an incredible opportunity and a 
rewarding experience.”

“The Embracing Our Differences experience made me see ways that I can develop 
better human interactions in all arenas of life.”

IN THEIR OWN WORDS: TEACHERS

Our 2013 survey of 191 teachers, representing more than 17,000 participating 
students, overwhelmingly indicated that the Embracing Our Differences 
education initiatives provide a meaningful and relevant educational experience 
for teachers and students alike. 

“One of my students who struggles with reading and math was an absolute star at 
interpreting the art. His self-esteem was boosted beyond measure.”

“I’ve followed my students for several years and they now really understand 
diversity and talked about it long after the project was over.”

“One of my students who often appears disgruntled stated
‘this has been the best day ever!’ — followed by an uncharacteristic hug.”

“I was able to tie diversity into our reading unit. The students returned very 
inspired and wanting to continue to learn more.”

“Your exhibit allowed my students to explore complicated issues and how they can 
effectuate change in their world.”

“This is one of the best field trips available.”

Prettier Life by Narsis Montazer
Brighton, England

We by Alessandra Svatek
Prague, Czech Republic

Accept the Difference to Paint a Better World 
by Jamille Bianaca Tan Aguliar, Manila, Philippines

In Spite of Every Belief, Next to Each Other
by Mohammad Afshar, Isfahan, Iran
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(above left) Pick Your Price by Korri Lacalamita, 10th Grade, North Port, FL (above right) Faces by Blair Whiteford, Ringling College of Art and Design, Sarasota, FL



(top photo) The 2013 exhibit on display at the North Port High School campus.

IN THEIR OWN WORDS: EXHIBIT VISITORS

2013 was another critical success for Embracing Our Differences with more than 
90% of its surveyed visitors indicating the art was either “excellent” or “very 
good” and favorably influenced their opinion on the importance of diversity.  

“What a great place to imagine ‘if only’.” 

“Great family experience.”  

“Wow. I’m almost speechless. Overwhelming.” 

“One of the best attractions in Sarasota.” 

“Wouldn’t miss the exhibit for the world.”

“Amazing art with an amazing message.”

“It is heartwarming to see diversity addressed in such a bold and beautiful way.”
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EMBRACING 
OUR 

DIFFERENCES
GOES FULL 

CIRCLE

At the 2013 Art Teacher Retreat, Sarasota Middle 
School art teacher Elaine Gale is joined by

Brookside Middle School art teacher Brooks Tracy.
In 2005, when Brooks was an eighth grader, 

his artwork was submitted to the exhibit
by his art teacher, Elaine!

SPONSORS

HALF-PANEL SPONSORS • Bjork Sanders Donor Advised Fund of the Community Foundation of Sarasota County, Inc. / James & 
Kim Cornetet • Marc Cohen • Bea Friedman • Annette J. Hagens Memorial Foundation • Robin Hogan • Ed Kalin & Leslie Malkin

• Jeffrey & Barbara McCurdy Fund of  the Community Foundation of  Sarasota County, Inc. • Irving & Marilyn Naiditch 
• Publix Super Market Charities • Robert & Linda Rosenbluth • Ina Schnell Donor Advised Fund of  the Community Foundation of  

Sarasota County, Inc. • David & Lois Stulberg Foundation • Judy Zuckerberg & George Kole

LEAD SPONSOR

FOR A COMPLETE LIST OF SPONSORS VISIT US ONLINE AT EMBRACINGOURDIFFERENCES.ORG

A project as large as Embracing Our Differences requires the support of many people and 
organizations. We appreciate those who have played a role in supporting our efforts.

EXHIBIT SPONSORS

ASSOCIATE EXHIBIT SPONSORS

Vern & Sandy 
Buchanan

Tim
Cameresi

Georgia Court

Exclusive Television
Sponsor

SCHOOL SPONSORS

Benderson Development • Bon Eau Foundation
Bradenton Downtown Development Authority • Drew & Barbara Cervasio

Florida Department of State, Division of Cultural Affairs • The Giving Partner
Manatee Community Foundation • The Patterson Foundation • Realize Bradenton

Swart Family Foundation • Tervis Tumbler Company / Ann & Norbert Donnelly
University of South Florida Sarasota-Manatee • Bill Wagy Productions

Bank of America
Client Foundation

ART PANEL SPONSORS

Gerri Aaron & Marvin Albert • Bank of America • Rich & Rebecca Bergman • Bobbi & Don Bernstein 
Fred Bloom, M.D. • Carol Poteat-Buchanan • Don Daly Photography • The Evanoff Family / Evie's 

Leila and Steven M. Gompertz Donor Advised Fund in Memory of Michael Gompertz
at the Community Foundation of  Sarasota County, Inc. 

Larry & Debbie Haspel
Larry & Laura Herrig / Eldon & Marge Herrig Family Foundation Fund

of  the Community Foundation of  Sarasota County, Inc.
Arn & Bette Hoffman • Jonna D. Keller / First Security Investments, Inc. • Bobbi & Will Lorry 

Ora & Joseph Mendels • Samara, Jenna & Macy Meshad • Ken & Jenny Pendery • Skip & Gail Sack
Scene Magazine • Betty Schoenbaum • Clare & Rich Segall • Michael Shelton & Jeremy Lisitza

Su Byron Enterprises • Target Graphics Performance Printing • 96.5 WSLR • Yea Arts



DESIGN: TIM CAMERESI

“You must be the change you wish to see in the world.”
— Mahatma Gandhi

We’ll See You in

celebrating diversity

BtDN5NSDEOTA
March 30 through June 1, 2014

Island Park Bradenton Riverwalk

the annual outdoor exhibit


